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Terraillon, the French reference in health and wellness products, is proud to
announce that its flagship sleep product is now available in the UK. HOMNI and the
rest of the smart health ecosystem will be on display at this year’s Exclusively
Housewares taking place on 12 and 13 June (stand number 337) at the Business
Design Centre in London.
Experience smart sleep with Terraillon
With four sensors, this intelligent lamp promotes healthy sleep with adapted light
cycles and ambient sounds to help users wake up and fall asleep gently. Connected to
the new Terraillon sleep dedicated app, HOMNI analyses each user’s data –
temperature, light, humidity and noise level of the room environment – to provide
them with tips to achieve a good night’s sleep.
Analyse your sleep score
To complete the sleep experience, these complementary sleep sensors provide indepth analysis of your nightly sleep. Data collected is then sent to the app to calculate
your overall sleep score and help you understand and improve your sleep.
Dot: Attach this discreet sensor to the corner of your pillow and analyses body
movement, sleep cycles and duration.
Reston: Slip this belt underneath your bed sheet to get an overview of your cardiac
and respiratory data.
Stay connected to your wellbeing
HOMNI was designed to complete Terraillon’s full ecosystem of wellness devices that
each focus on one aspect of health: weight, exercise, blood pressure, diet, and now
sleep. Connect your devices and use the Wellness Coach app to set your goals and get
exclusive tips to help you achieve them.

About Terraillon
Founded in 1908 and exporting to over 80 countries on 5 continents, Terraillon is
one of Europe’s leaders in the bathroom and kitchen scales markets. The company
sells over 3 million devices worldwide annually. Since 2013, the company has created
intelligent connected well-being devices that, through the mobile application «
Wellness Coach », which offer users the true benefit of enjoying a healthier lifestyle.
Rewarded multiple times, Terraillon has received numerous international awards for
the design and innovative quality of its products: Janus de l’Industrie 2000, 2006
and 2014, Red Dot Design Award 2006, IF Award 2006, 2008, 2009 & 2018, Gold
Design Award 2006 & 2017, LSA Innovation Award 2017 and the Grand Prix of
Innovation at the Foire de Paris 2015 & 2017.
For more information, please visit: http://www.terraillon.com/en

